ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Marina Punat d.o.o. is located on the eastern coast of Punat Bay, at the northern entrance to the town of Punat on the island of
Krk, and it is the first and oldest marina in the Republic of Croatia, operating since 1964.
Since its establishment, Marina Punat d.o.o. has been closely connected to the environment, especially to the sea, which stems
from the marina business itself where the main service is vessel accommodation (both in the sea and on land). Furthermore, the
marina provides other maintenance services to its clients, either independently or via partner companies. Our main resource are
the sea and the environment, so environment preservation is of particular importance for the operation of the marina. We
expect our efforts in preserving the environment and the sea to create a lasting appeal for our customers and to entice them to
visit and stay with us, as well as to strengthen the acceptance of our operation in the local community.
Our efforts in reducing our ecological footprint on the environment and the sea are seen in the realisation of the following goals:
harmonisation and implementation of the applicable relevant regulations on environment protection, Blue Flag criteria for
marinas by the FEE (continuously since 1998) and TYHA criteria for a Five Gold Anchor marina
reduction of environmental and sea pollution resulting from regular activities at and from the marina location, achieving a
permanently pleasant environment for the stay of our guests at the marina
assessing the risk of extraordinary environmental pollution and taking action to prevent it or being prepared to reduce the
consequences of pollution once it occurs
enabling and ensuring the collection of waste from all regular activities at the marina location in the prescribed and adequate
manner
accepting new technologies and procedures to better ensure the achievement of our goals in protecting and preserving the sea
and the environment
raising awareness about the consequences of our activities on the environment and the requirements of this environmental
policy in our employees and business partners who provide services at the marina location with our permission
conducting compliance checks with this policy and carrying out risk assessments for activities at the marina location with regard
to the environment and especially the sea in the marina aquatorium
Environmental protection and reflection on the risks of our activities in protecting and conserving the environment is an
important determinant of our business strategy.
We expect active participation in the conservation and protection of the environment and the sea from our employees and
others who are working or staying at the marina, being individually or collectively responsible for the effects of their activities
and the impact on preserving and protecting the environment and the sea.
All reports, assessments and data on our actions in preserving and protecting the environment and the sea at Marina Punat
d.o.o., in accordance with our commitment, will be available to any interested party or individual on demand.
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